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Foreword
The Inspectorate of Government (IG) reviewed its Communication and Public Relations Strategy to
align it to the Organisational Development Assessment (ODA) and the demand for the IG to
implement the Transparency, Accountability and Anti-Corruption Component of various
Government projects. The strategy is a five-year plan of how the IG will improve its communication
with both its internal and external stakeholders. This strategy will also address the stakeholder
demand for information about the activities of the IG.
In addition to guiding the Communication function at the IG, the Strategy has a clear communication
of all IG interventions including government projects as well as a social media and branding strategy.
Branding plays a key role in improving the image of an institution. This Strategy is aligned to the
overall Government of Uganda Communication Strategy.
An effective communication strategy with the view of enhancing the IG’s public relations can be
influenced by perceptions and beliefs which stakeholders and the public hold in relation to the fight
against corruption and maladministration in Uganda. If not adequately addressed through a robust
communication and public relations strategy, these perceptions can have dire consequences on the
IG’s efforts in combating corruption, maladministration and enforcement of the Leadership Code of
Conduct.
Having sufficient information and knowledge is a tool that empowers one to make informed decisions
as a basis for the behaviour change process. Therefore, providing the public and IG stakeholders with
the basic information about the IG mandate and its performance towards realizing it on a regular
basis, underpins the core of strengthening their confidence in and support for the IG’s mission of
promoting good governance, accountability and the rule of law in public office.
However, providing information and knowledge is only a necessary but not sufficient condition for
gaining the stakeholder and citizenry confidence as well as strengthening public relations in
supporting the work of the IG. It is a process which needs generating the strategic information,
appropriate packaging depending on the needs of the target population, identifying the suitable
media for transmission and the right timing, getting feedback from the recipients and making the
necessary adjustments on a regular basis.
The Inspectorate of Government has continuously made effort to ensure that all its stakeholders are
adequately informed about the different interventions of the institution, using the various forms of
media.
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Anti-Corruption
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Accountability Sector Strategic Investment Plan
Access to Information Act
African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption
Budget Framework Paper
Corporate and Development Plan
Chief Administrative Officer
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Case Management System
Civil Society Organisation
Directorate of Education and Prevention of Corruption
Department for International Development - UK
Deputy Inspector General of Government
Directorate of the Leadership Code
Directorate of Regional Offices
Data Tracking Mechanism
East African Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities
East African Community
Economic Policy Research Centre
Frequently asked question
Government Citizen Interaction Centre
Government of Uganda
Human Resource
Inter Agency Forum
Information, Communication and Technology
Information, Education and Communication
Inspectorate of Government
Inspectorate of Government Act
Inspector General of Government
Leadership Code Act
Ministries, Departments and Agencies
Ministries, Departments, Agencies and Local Governments
Monitoring and Evaluation
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development
Medium Term Expenditure Framework
National Anti-Corruption Strategy
National Development Plan
Non-Governmental Organisation
National Integrity Survey
National Information Technology Authority Uganda
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NPA
NSA
ODA
OPM
RDC
SUGAR TAF
SWOT
UNCAC
UGX

National Planning Authority
Non-State Actors
Organisational Development Assessment
Office of the Prime Minister
Resident District Commissioner
Strengthening Uganda’s Anti-Corruption Response Technical Facility
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United Nations Convention Against Corruption
Uganda Shillings
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Communication and Public Relations Strategy 2019-2024 has been developed in
response to communication challenges and opportunities facing the Inspectorate of
Government (hereinafter referred to as the IG) in the implementation of its mandate as well
as the strategic objectives and priorities articulated in the Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/20.
The projected cost of implementing this strategy from 2019/20 to 2022/23 is UGX
2,800,700,000.
Purpose
This strategy provides a framework for organising and implementing the IG’s
communication and public relations activities, informed by evidence about the perceptions,
needs, and expectations of the institution’s internal and external stakeholders.
Communication Goal
The goal of this strategy is to strengthen public and stakeholder confidence in and support
for the IG’s mission of promoting good governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.
Communication Objectives
1. To strengthen the Inspectorate of Government’s internal and external
communication functions and capacities.
2. To increase public awareness and understanding of the Inspectorate of Government’s
mandate, roles, and functions.
3. To improve the institution’s reputation and brand, and in particular build
confidence in the IG as the agency of first choice in the fight against
maladministration and corruption.
4. To increase buy-in and support for IG’s work through stronger and sustained
engagement with stakeholders.
5. To promote timely, balanced and accurate media coverage of the IG’s activities.
6. To enhance the volume, quality and timeliness of information reported to the IG.
Key Result Areas
1. Internal communication: Foster an organisational culture that positions
communication and stakeholder engagement at the centre of the IG’s mission.
2. External communication and public relations: Clear and consistent messaging about
the IG’s mandate and activities.
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3. Media relations and publicity: Maintain constructive relations with the media to give
journalists and the public better access to information about the IG’s work.
4. Branding and visibility: Disseminate dynamic and user-friendly public information
products to highlight, convey, and raise the visibility of the IG brand.
5. Advocacy and Social Mobilisation: Empower citizens with information and
opportunities to demand accountability and better service delivery, as well as
participating in anti-corruption efforts.
6. Partnerships and Networking: Harness synergies and comparative advantages from
stakeholders and facilitate information sharing.
Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improved internal and external communication systems.
Increased public understanding of the IG’s mandate.
Stronger stakeholder engagement with and interest in the IG.
Increased public confidence and trust in the IG.

Strategic Interventions
The strategy revolves around six major communication and stakeholder engagement
interventions:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Internal Communication
External Communication and Public Relations
Media Relations and Publicity
Branding and Visibility
Advocacy and Social Mobilisation
Partnerships and Networking
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Communication and Public Relations Strategy has been developed in response to
communication challenges and opportunities facing the Inspectorate of Government
(hereinafter referred to as the IG) in the implementation of its mandate as well as the
strategic objectives and priorities articulated in the Strategic Plan 2015/16-2019/20. The
projected cost of implementing this strategy from 2019/20 to 2022/23 is UGX 2,800,700,000
or about Shs700 million a year.


Section 1 introduces the strategy and summarises the different sections in the document.



Section 2 puts the strategy in context by reiterating the IG’s mandate, vision, mission,
core values, goals and strategic objectives.



Section 3 summarises the situation analysis and includes key findings from in-depth
interviews with key stakeholders, newspaper content analysis, audit of the IG’s online
platforms, assessment of the organization’s human resources and communication
capacity, review of current communication practices. It also includes a communication
SWOT analysis based on stakeholder perceptions of the institution, stakeholder
information needs, and recommended channels and tools.



Section 4 contains the Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy, which
includes: a problem statement, purpose, communication goal, objectives, expected
outcomes, and key result areas, target audiences or stakeholders, key messages, and
strategic communication interventions (including recommended channels and tools).



Section 5 presents a comprehensive strategy matrix.



Section 6 is the annual implementation plan for the period 2019/20-2022/23.



Section 7 provides a monitoring and evaluation framework.



Section 8 presents the projected budget.
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2.0

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The Inspectorate of Government is a key institution in Uganda’s accountability sector.
Initially established by the Inspector of Government (IGG) Statute in 1988, the IG was
entrenched in the Constitution of 1995, which prescribes its mandate, functions and powers.
The IG is also governed by the Inspectorate of Government Act of 2002, which spells out its
functions, responsibilities and jurisdiction.

2.1

Mandate

The mandate of the Inspectorate of Government is to promote just utilisation of public
resources.

2.2

Functions

The functions of the IG (stipulated under Article 225 of the Constitution and the Inspectorate
of Government Act) are:
1. To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule of law and principles of natural
justice in administration;
2. To eliminate and foster the elimination of corruption, abuse of authority and of public
office;
3. To promote fair efficient and good governance in public offices;
4. To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership Code Act;
5. To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or recommendation by a public
officer or any other authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution applies), taken
made, given or done in exercise of administrative functions; and
6. To stimulate public awareness about the values of constitutionalism in general and
the activities of the office, in particular, through any media and other means it
considers appropriate.

2.3

Jurisdiction

The jurisdiction of the Inspectorate of Government coves officers or leaders whether in the
public service or not, and also such institutions, organizations or enterprises as Parliament
may prescribe by law. The office is supposed to be independent in the performance of its
functions and is only responsible to Parliament.

2.4

Vision

The vision of the Inspectorate of Government is “A responsive and accountable public
sector.”
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2.5

Mission

The mission of the Inspectorate of Government is “To promote good governance,
accountability and the rule of law in public office.”

2.6





2.7

Core Values
Integrity
Impartiality
Professionalism
Gender equality and equity

Strategic Objectives

The Strategic Objectives of the IG for the period 2015/16-2019/20 are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

To improve efficiency and effectiveness in preventing, detecting, investigating and
eliminating corruption;
Leverage the ombudsman role to embed adherence to the rule of law, efficiency,
natural justice and good governance in public administration;
Strengthen the enforcement of the Leadership Code of Conduct;
Strengthen organisational capacity to build an efficient performance driven
culture;
Enhance public awareness about good governance and strengthen strategic
partnerships.

The Inspectorate of Government is one of the key institutions in the accountability sector,
one of whose three main outcomes in the Strategic Investment Plan (2017/18 - 2019/20)
is “value for money in the management of public resources”.
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3.0

COMMUNICATION SITUATION ANALYSIS

This section summarises the information needs of stakeholders, strengths and weaknesses
of the IG communication based on a SWOT analysis, and the key communication issues
arising.

3.1

Stakeholder Information Needs

The information needs1 identified for different stakeholders are presented below and
classified by audience. However, many are cross-cutting.
A. IG/Internal







Information on new IG activities (across departments)
Information on new projects
Information on current IG activities (across departments)
IG targets and outcomes
IG performance (successes/achievements and challenges)
How to deal with public complaints, grievances and feedback

B. Public
















IG’s mandate, roles and functions
Laws relating to the IG
IG structure (Who is who)
IG contact information
Information on new and current IG activities
IG performance against targets
IG achievements, successes
How to report corruption
How to lodge complaints, grievances
Data on maladministration, corruption, ombudsman and Leadership Code
Corruption perception indices
Progress on cases
Outcomes of investigations and prosecutions
Impact of IG work
Accessible versions of reports to Parliament

C. MDAs and Parliament


IG performance against work plans, targets

These needs were identified mainly through self-administered questionnaires and informant interviews
with different stakeholders.
1
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Progress on implementation of the IG’s strategic plan
New developments at IG
Information on progress of projects
Information on resource mobilization and utilisation
Funding and capacity gaps
Partnerships and collaboration opportunities
Data on maladministration, corruption, ombudsman and Leadership Code
Corruption perception indices
Progress on cases
Outcomes of investigations and prosecutions
IG recommendations
Impact of IG work

D. Media (mainstream and online/social) and Civil Society
















IG mandate, roles and functions
IG structure (Who does what)
Roles and responsibilities of different stakeholders
IG related laws
IG Strategic Plan and Accountability Sector Investment Plan
New developments at IG
IG activities
Data on maladministration, corruption, ombudsman and Leadership Code
Corruption perception indices
Progress on cases
Outcomes of investigations and prosecutions
Updates on IG projects
IG performance against targets
Funding of IG
Impact of IG work

E. Development Partners












IG mandate
New developments at IG
IG performance against targets
IG strategic plan
Progress on implementation of annual and strategic plans
Progress report on key objectives and targets
IG activities
Data on maladministration, corruption, ombudsman and Leadership Code
Corruption perception indices
Outcomes of investigations and prosecutions
Updates on IG projects
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Funding of IG
Partnership and collaboration opportunities
Impact of IG work

3.2

Communication SWOT Analysis Based on Stakeholder Perceptions
STRENGTHS









Good degree of media relations/engagement
Strong visibility in the mainstream media
Full-time communication staff with specialized training
Functional website
Regional stakeholder engagements
Participation in community Barazas
Elaborate Bi-annual reports to Parliament
Decentralisation of functions (presence of regional offices)
WEAKNESSES










Inadequate communication on IG activities, achievements
Over concentration of the communication function at the headquarters
Regional officers not involved enough in communication
Over reliance on traditional media; under utilization of social media
Inadequate investment (staff and financial resources) in communication
Small size of communication/public relations staff
Communication is more reactive than proactive
Inadequate strategic planning for communication
OPPORTUNITIES









Topicality of corruption and maladministration
Interest in transparency and accountability by key stakeholders such as donors, civil
society, media and the public.
Availability of ‘free’ radio programmes
Growing reach of ICTs and in particular mobile telephony and improvement of internet
connectivity
Proliferation of media platforms
Growing popularity of social media as dissemination platforms in their own right
Increasing demand from the public for transparency
THREATS






A culture of ‘official secrecy’ in public office
Rise of the phenomenon of fake news
‘Powerless’ regional officers
Weakening brand health
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3.3

Political interference
Emergence of other anti-corruption entities

Key Communication Issues

i. Visibility of the IG: Although the IG appears quite frequently in the media, there is not
enough attention to the successes or achievements of the institution. For all the work that
has been accomplished there is still no sense that the IG is winning or making a difference.
ii. Brand perceptions: The IG is still widely seen as targeting ‘small fish’ (junior or ordinary
public officials) while the grand masters of corruption and abuse of office continue their
game with impunity.
iii. Centralisation of communication: There is a sense, and indeed evidence, that IG
communication is highly centralised. Although the delivery of the IG mandate has been
decentralised with the introduction of regional offices, communication is still largely driven
by the centre in Kampala. And even at the centre, public communication is mainly the
preserve of the IGG, the head of public relations, and to a smaller extent the Deputy IGGs. The
silence of most directors is loud.
iv. Parallel institutions: As has been pointed out in the Government Communication
Strategy, “harmonising the mandates and relationships of multiple and parallel institutions
in Government, which have limited coordination mechanism and resourcing” is critical. The
“compartmentalized approach to AC communications”2 is a threat to the overall AC response.
v. IG Mandate: The Inspectorate of Government has a wide-ranging mandate that is not that
clear to many publics, including those within the government.
vi. Responsibility centres for communication: There needs to be more clarity on the
responsibilities of different departments or units in the execution of the communication
function.
vii. Communication capacity: As noted in the Government Communication Strategy there
is need for “building capacity in terms of human, material, financial and technical resources
to effectively handle the increasing demand for information.”
viii. Over reliance on traditional media: While the mainstream media of newspapers,
radio and television is still important for mass communication, the growing reach of social
and digital media should be recognised and planned for. WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube offer great opportunities for sharing information and mobilisation.

2

SUGAR TAF (2018). Recommendations for AC Response Communications Support.
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ix. Brand communication consistency: There should be consistency in the style, look,
visual appeal, and feel of all information and communication products, from reports to
signposts.
x. Strategic planning for communications: Communication should always be approached
from a strategic approach. What is the IG trying to communicate? What is the IG trying
achieve? Who are the stakeholders or audiences targeted? Which are the best channels/tools
for reaching these audiences? How will the IG know if they have achieved what they set out
to achieve?
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4.0

THE COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS STRATEGY

4.1

Purpose

This strategy provides a framework for organising and implementing the IG’s
communication and public relations activities, informed by evidence about the perceptions,
needs, and expectations of the institution’s internal and external stakeholders.

4.2

Communication Goal

The goal of this strategy is to strengthen public and stakeholder confidence in and support
for the IG’s mission of promoting good governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.

4.3

Communication Objectives

1. To strengthen the Inspectorate of
communication functions and capacities.

Government’s

internal

and

external

2. To increase public awareness and understanding of the Inspectorate of Government’s
mandate, roles, and functions.
3. To improve the institution’s reputation and brand, and in particular build confidence
in the IG as the agency of first choice in the fight against maladministration and
corruption.
4. To increase buy-in and support for IG’s work through stronger and sustained
engagement with stakeholders.
5. To promote timely, balanced and accurate media coverage of the IG’s activities.
6. To enhance the volume, quality and timeliness of information reported to the IG.
4.4

Key Result Areas
1. Internal communication: Foster an organisational culture that positions
communication and stakeholder engagement at the centre of the IG’s mission.
2. External communication and public relations: Clear and consistent messaging about
the IG’s mandate and work.
3. Media relations and publicity: Maintain constructive relations with the media to give
journalists and the public better access to information about the IG’s work.
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4. Branding and visibility: Disseminate dynamic and user-friendly public information
products to highlight, convey, and raise the visibility of the IG brand.
5. Partnerships and Networking: Harness synergies and comparative advantages from
stakeholders particularly like-minded institutions and facilitate information sharing.
6. Advocacy and Social Mobilisation: Empower citizens with information and
opportunities to demand accountability and better service delivery as well as
participating in anti-corruption efforts.
4.5

Outcomes

1. Improved internal and external communication systems.
2. Increased public understanding of the IG’s mandate.
3. Stronger stakeholder engagement with and interest in the IG.
4. Increased public confidence and trust in the IG.

4.6

Audiences
Target Audiences

1

2

CATEGORY
IG/internal

DESCRIPTION
1. Board of directors
2. Top Management
3. Technical and support staff

Central government ministries,
departments and agencies

1. Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development
2. Directorate of Ethics and Integrity
3. Office of the Auditor General
4. Uganda Bureau of Statistics
5. Uganda Revenue Authority
6. Public Procurement and Disposal of Assets
Authority
7. Ministry of Public Service (Inspection)
8. Ministry of Local Government (Inspectorate)
9. Kampala Capital City Authority (Revenue collection
and mobilisation);
10. Uganda Financial Intelligence Authority
11. Bank of Uganda
12. Capital Markets Authority
13. Uganda Retirements Benefits Regulatory Authority
(URBRA)
14. National Social Security Fund
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Uganda Development Bank Limited
Uganda Investment Authority
Private Sector Foundation Uganda
Insurance Regulatory Authority
Ministry of ICT & National Guidance
National Planning Authority
Directorate of Public Prosecutions

3

Parliament

1. Office of the Speaker and Deputy Speaker
2. Office of the Clerk
3. Committee on Commissions, State Authorities and
State Enterprises
4. Public Accounts Committee
5. Committee on National Economy
6. Committee on Finance, Planning and Economic
Development

4

Local Governments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

Development and international
partners

1. Bilaterals
2. Multilaterals

6

Media

7

Civil society and academia and
institutions of learning

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

8

Faith-based organisations

9
10

Community leaders
Public

4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

District Chairperson
District Council
CAO
Resident District Commissioner
LC III Chairpersons

National media (Print, Broadcast, Online)
Social media
International media
Accountability and anti-corruption NGOs
Accountability and anti-corruption CBOs
Research and training institutions (Economic Policy
Research Centre)
Universities and research centres
Primary and secondary schools
Churches
Mosques
Inter-Religious Council of Uganda
Other FBOs

1. Complainants
2. Victims
3. General public
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4.7
1

Key Messages3
Audience
IG/internal







2

Central government ministries,
departments and agencies


















Key Message
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The IG does not respond to rumours.
All members of staff are encouraged to follow
established channels of communication.
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:

What is provided here is a sample. The Public and International Relations Division should streamline these
messages and repurpose as appropriate for each audience. Key messages should also be developed for the
Ombudsman and Leadership Code enforcement mandate.
3
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3

Parliament

a.
b.
c.
d.
















a.
b.
c.
d.
4

Local Governments






The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
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5

Development and international
partners

The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
 The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
 The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
 The IG follows due process.
 The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
 The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
 The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
 The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
 To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
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a.
b.
c.
d.
6

Media













To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
(1) Corruption, abuse of authority and of public
office
(2) Ombudsman
(3) Leadership Code
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
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To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
 To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
 The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
1. Corruption, abuse of authority and of public office
2. Ombudsman
3. Leadership Code
 The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
a. The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
b. The Leadership Code Act, 2002
c. The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
d. The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010
7

Civil society and academia and
institutions of learning
















The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
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1.
2.
3.

a.
b.
c.
d.
8

Faith-based organizations

office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
Corruption, abuse of authority and of public office
Ombudsman
Leadership Code
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010



Work with the IG in the fight against corruption and
abuse of office.
 The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
 The IG follows due process.
 The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
 The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
 The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
 The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
 To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
 To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
 To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
 To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
 To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
 To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
 The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
1. Corruption, abuse of authority and of public office
2. Ombudsman
3. Leadership Code
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a.
b.
c.
d.

The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010






Corruption and its effects
Corruption increases poverty
Corruption leads to poor service delivery
Corruption retards economic development
Corruption Increases the income inequality





9

Community leaders














Forms of corruption
Bribery
Embezzlement/theft/causing financial loss ‐
Over invoicing
Favoritism
Extortion
Work with the IG in the fight against corruption and
abuse of office.
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
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a.
b.
c.
d.

To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
Corruption, abuse of authority and of public office
Ombudsman
Leadership Code
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010






Corruption and its effects
Corruption increases poverty
Corruption leads to poor service delivery
Corruption retards economic development
Corruption Increases the income inequality


1.
2.
3.






10

Public












Forms of corruption
Bribery
Embezzlement/theft/causing financial loss ‐
Over invoicing
Favoritism
Extortion
The IG is independent in the performance of its
roles and responsibilities
The IG is established by the Constitution and the law
and delivers its mandate legally.
The IG follows due process.
The Vision of the IG is “A responsive and
accountable public sector.”
The mission of the IG is “To promote good
governance, accountability and the rule of law in
public office.”
The mandate of the IG is “To promote Just
Utilization of Public Resources.”
The IG is supposed to perform the following functions:
To promote and foster strict adherence to the rule
of law and principles of natural justice in
administration;
To eliminate and foster the elimination of
corruption, abuse of authority and of public office;
To promote fair efficient and good governance in
public offices;
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a.
b.
c.
d.

To supervise the enforcement of the Leadership
Code Act;
To investigate any act, omission, advice, decision or
recommendation by a public officer or any other
authority (to which Article 225 of the Constitution
applies), taken made, given or done in exercise of
administrative functions; and
To stimulate public awareness about the values of
constitutionalism in general and the activities of the
office, in particular, through any media and other
means it considers appropriate.
The IG’s mandate comes under three hats:
Corruption, abuse of authority and of public office
Ombudsman
Leadership Code
The laws which give effect to the IG’s constitutional
mandate are:
The Inspectorate of Government Act, 2002
The Leadership Code Act, 2002
The Anti-Corruption Act, 2009
The Whistleblowers Protection Act, 2010






Corruption and its effects
Corruption increases poverty
Corruption leads to poor service delivery
Corruption retards economic development
Corruption Increases the income inequality






1.
2.
3.





Forms of corruption
Bribery
Embezzlement/theft/causing financial loss ‐
Over invoicing
Favoritism
Extortion




Your role
Fighting corruption starts with me
You have a civic duty to report corruption




4.8

Strategic Interventions

A. Internal Communication


The Human Resource Policy and Procedures Manual: This is a guide for employees of
the IG in the performance of their duties. It is intended to help staff understand the
terms and conditions of service, create a conducive working environment, and
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promote good interpersonal relationships for the efficient and effective achievement
of the IG’s mandate. The manual covers recruitment and selection, appointments,
remuneration and allowances, travel, leave, staff training and development,
performance management, health and safety at work, staff code of conduct, sexual
harassment, and grievance management, among others.


Staff meetings, briefings: Face-to-face interaction is vital to the life and vibrancy of an
organisation. Staff meetings build and sustain team work and good relations among
employees and between staff and management. They offer opportunities for
management to listen to staff, to share information, to explain and provide guidance
on the strategic direction of the organisation, and to address the concerns of staff.
Each directorate will hold a well-planned staff meeting convened with reasonable
advance notice, proper timing, and with clear and concrete agendas at least once a
quarter.



Letters and Memos: These should always be kept professional. They should be clear,
precise, date and signed.



Staff email account: A general in-house email account will facilitate internal electronic
communication. Other categories of staff, such as drivers, will be added to the list. The
email will be used strictly to disseminate correspondence related to the official
business of the IG which is of interest to all employees.



Intranet: This will be used for sharing in-house information for staff, including official
correspondence. No clatter will be allowed.



Staff WhatsApp Group(s): These groups are purely for work and social posts related
to the IG. All staff are encouraged to join, but membership is not compulsory.
Information shared on the WhatsApp group has to be shared on other internal
communication channels as necessary.



Notice Boards: Physical notice boards, strategically placed in locations with high foot
traffic, will be used creatively to direct employees’ attention to vital information.



Staff engagement initiatives: These are intended to enable staff live the brand and
improve employee relations. They will include: periodical staff surveys; employeedriven social and team building events; activities to recognise and award outstanding
performers and achievers collectively and individually.

B. External Communication and Public Relations


Bi-Annual Reports to Parliament: These reports are a major accountability tool for the
IG and should as much as possible and where appropriate inform all other
communication from the Institution.
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SMS: An SMS channel will enable the IG to reach a wider section of the public,
especially those who are not on social media. SMS gives the institution an opportunity
to extend its reach.



Website: This will be a major platform for disseminating information about the IG’s
activities and sharing resources of interest to the public and other stakeholders. The
website will serve a knowledge management function as a repository and reference
point for information and resources about corruption and abuse of authority, the
ombudsman, and the Leadership Code. The website will be designed and maintained
in line with national and international best practices. The content will be current,
relevant and updated regularly. The website will be optimised by interactive features
such as a discussion forum, media centre, links to other accountability sector
institutions, social media links, and a frequently asked questions (FAQ) section.



Social media: The IG will maintain dynamic and professionally run social media
accounts to keep the public and other stakeholders up to date with vital information
and to encourage them to actively engage with the institution. Priority will be given
to Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and YouTube. The IG Communication Policy will
contain guidelines on the use of social media by employees on matters to do with the
institution.



Brochures/booklets/Flyers: There will be a set of flagship brochures/booklets/flyers
that will introduce the IG and provide basic information about the institution
including its history, vision, mission, values, mandate, strategic objectives, and
current activities. Other brochures/booklets will be produced for specific purposes
such as providing information about individual projects/activities.



Fact Sheets: This will be short papers (not more than two pages) that provide
background information about directorates, projects, campaigns, or the IG, for
targeted audiences such as the media or civil society. There will be different types of
fact sheets.



Talking points: A set of standard official talking points on IG’s priorities (key themes
and messages) will be developed and used in closed-door and public presentations
including media appearances. These will be adapted for speeches, slide/PowerPoint
presentations, workshops, conferences, and media appearances e.g. talk shows.



Expert analysis and opinions: IG management and senior staff will be encouraged to
leverage their expertise and experience to influence public discourse on corruption
and ethics and integrity in public office. Interested individuals will be identified and
supported through training and coaching to write expert analyses and commentaries
and to record podcasts and v-logs on topics or issues related to the IG’s mandate and
corruption, ethics and integrity in public office generally. The articles will be
explanatory and written or communicated in non-technical language. They will also
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be pitched to the major national news publications and will also appear on the IG
website under a special section e.g. The IG Blog


Call Centre: Members of the public should be able to call toll free hotlines to report
corruption or maladministration.



Suggestion Boxes at district headquarters: The IG will run a system of suggestion boxes
both at its regional offices and district headquarters.

C. Media Relations and Publicity


Interviews and news/feature stories: The IGG, Deputy IGGs, and authorised Directors
and senior managers will, at appropriate times, grant interviews to credible
journalists to produce news and feature stories as well as Q & As on selected issues.



Press releases: This will be written either independently or to support activities such
as events or release of reports by the IG. Press releases will answer the 5 Ws, and H,
and also contextual questions such as “so what?” They will always quote an
appropriate senior official of the IG, and provide contact details for the official to be
contacted for clarifications or more information.



Radio and TV current affairs /Talk shows: Current affairs and talk shows, including
morning shows, have become a major staple in Uganda’s broadcasting, and they offer
the IG an opportunity to address issues directly with audiences. Members of top
management should be encouraged to participate in regularly scheduled
programmes that respond to the news cycle. For instance, a day after a senior
government official is convicted on corruption charges, it would be good for a
member of top management to appear on radio or TV to explain and put the
development in context.



Backgrounders and explainers: Selected IG senior managers, working with the
communications and PR team, will from time to time break down new developments
into simple language that is accessible to all stakeholders. Such reports could be
backgrounders that provide context for new developments or explainers.



Newspaper ads, infomercials and supplements: Newspaper ads, infomercials, and wellconceived supplements will occasionally be used to reach external audiences such as
prospective employees and suppliers. They will also act as a signpost for online
resources with more information. Creatively and informatively designed
supplements will be produced to showcase the IG’s activities and accomplishments
on special occasions.



Engagement with journalists: A list of a series of activities for engaging with
journalists will be maintained. These activities include (i) need-based media briefings
organised as and when it is necessary to communicate information about key
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developments in the corruption/anti-corruption space; (ii) breakfast meetings
organised for the IGG and top management to interact with and provide editors and
senior journalists with agenda-setting updates and background information about
the IG, its operations, and plans; (iii) media field tours to familiarise journalists with
some of the IG’s projects; and (iv) news conferences by the IGG and senior
management to communicate about current and emerging issues.


Media briefing guide: This will consist of a set of guidelines and talking points as
guidance for management and staff in fielding media questions and responding to
issues in the media.



Media contact list: An up-to-date media contact list will be maintained for
communicating important announcements and potentially newsworthy
developments. It will include both reporters and editors.



Media skills training: IG management and key staff need to be prepared on how to deal
with the media. There will be occasions when it will serve the IG well to have senior
managers other than the IGG, Deputy IGGs, and Communications/Public Relatons
Manager dealing with the media directly.



Media monitoring: The IG will carry out annual monitoring and analysis of
mainstream (print and broadcast) and digital (social and online) media by
contracting with a service provider to track and review coverage, identify issues of
concern, and plan an appropriate response. An M&E plan will be designed for this
purpose and funds earmarked in the budget as appropriate.

D. Branding and visibility


Brand communication: Initiatives to raise the visibility of the IG brand and to improve
its image will be undertaken. Consistent and vigorous promotion as well as
standardisation of branding should be maintained. Possible interventions include: (i)
use and display of signage at IG offices and at public events; (ii) information display
on billboards strategically located at flyovers and junctions; (iii) production of
promotional/branding items or giveaways e.g. brochures, tear-drops, pull-ups, and
backdrop banners, wall and desk calendars, folders, seasonal greetings cards, pens,
diaries, corporate wear, business cards, writing pads/note books; and (iv)
development and adoption of branding guidelines/policies.



Sponsorship: The IG could associate with a number of social events and causes that
can reap substantial branding dividends. These include events by professional
associations, journalism awards, etc. The Communication and PR team will maintain
a list of potential sponsorships and an annual budget for them.



Brand health check/audit: At the mid way point, a brand audit will be conducted to
check on the health of the IG brand.
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E. Advocacy and Social Mobilisation


Barazas: The IG will organise its own community barazas and/or join other
government agencies to raise awareness about and increase public support its
activities.



Sensitisation workshops: The IG will organise sensitisation workshops to promote
knowledge and awareness among local and community leaders.



Integrity Clubs: These clubs offer a great opportunity for mobilisation and promotion
of awareness at tertiary institutions.



Public information programmes: These will focus on issues that are best addressed
through public campaigns and will be agreed between the Directorate of Education
and Prevention and the Communication and Public Relations Unit. The IG will develop
creative and engaging Information, Education and Communication (IEC) Materials: IEC
materials to improve knowledge and awareness about its mandate and activities, as
well as promote public support for the anti-corruption response, and other
interventions by the institution. These will include posters, as well as short audio and
video messages.



IG Open Day: This day will be dedicated to interaction with the public, civil society,
media and other stakeholders.



Corporate social responsibility: CSR will offer opportunities to build stakeholder
confidence and goodwill, differentiate the IG from other institutional brands, and
create avenues for staff engagement.

F. Partnerships and Networking


Accountability Sector Joint Review Meetings: These meetings provide an opportunity
for the IG to share its progress in the implementation of Strategic Plans, annual work
plans, activities, accomplishments, and challenges with a wide range of actors in the
accountability sector.



Annual Anti-Corruption Conference: The IG will convene an Annual Anti-Corruption
Conference, bringing together local, national, regional, and international participants.



Regional Accountability Forums/Regional Stakeholder Engagement Meetings:
Communication and PR to develop.



Breakfast meetings: These would be ideal occasions to bring different stakeholders
together (in rotation by stakeholder group) to inform them generally about what is
going on, and to gather feedback from them.
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5.0

STRATEGY MATRIX

STRATEGY 1.0: INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Communication Channels,
Activities
Tools and Products
1.1
Human Resource Policy and
Dissemination of manual to new staff.
Procedures Manual
Periodic electronic reminders to staff about
selected provisions in the manual.
1.2

Staff meetings/briefings

Orientation of staff to the Communication and
Public Relations Strategy to secure buy-in and
build consensus on sharing of responsibilities
to facilitate implementation

Outputs
Copies of manual given to
staff
Reminders sent out to staff

Audiences
 Staff
 Management

Staff meetings by each
directorate convened at
least once every quarter

 Employees

Letters and memos

 Employees

Email correspondence

 Employees

Intranet active and
regularly updated

 Employees

 Management

Staff in their respective directorates
contribute to formulating agendas and
activities
Members of management on hand to listen to
staff and to share information and guidance
on issues related to the IG’s mandate and
mission

1.3

Letters and Memos

1.4

Staff email account

1.5

Intranet

Briefings by management on new
developments
Letters and memo sent out to staff by relevant
authorities.
Disseminate internal correspondence related
to the official business of the IG
Gather and upload administrative,
organisational, and corruption-related
information, records, and correspondence for
dissemination and archiving on the intranet
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1.6

Staff WhatsApp group

1.7

Notice boards

1.8

Staff engagement initiatives

Disseminate internal posts related to the
official business of the IG
Disseminate internal information related to
the official business of the IG
Organisation of and staff participation in
employee-driven initiatives

WhatsApp posts

 Employees

Printed information
products on display
Performance awards

 Employees
 Employees

Staff association formed
Team building and social
bonding events

STRATEGY 2.0: EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION, PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
2.1
Bi-Annual reports to
Compile and present to Parliament bi-annual
Bi-annual reports
Parliament
reports as required by law.

2.2

SMS

Create an SMS channel to enhance
communication with stakeholders

2.3

Website

2.4

Social media

2.5

Brochures/booklets

2.6

Fact Sheets

2.7

Talking points

Create a content development plan for
effective use and management of the website
Develop a plan for effective use and
management of social media platforms
Create an official brochure with generic
information about the IG as well as
intervention-specific and project-specific
brochures
Produce fact sheets with up-to-date
information about directorates, projects,
interventions, etc, as well as the three areas of
corruption, ombudsman and Leadership Code
Research and prepare talking points for
harmonised public messaging
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Regular communication of
vital anti-corruption,
ombudsman and leadership
code information via SMS
Website re-launched with a
refreshed look and feel
Dynamic and professionally
run social media accounts
Informative and wellpackaged brochure

Informative and wellpackaged fact sheets

Officially endorsed talking
points

 Parliament
 All other
stakeholders
 Public
 Civil society
 Public/all
stakeholders
 Public/all
stakeholders
 Public
 Media
 All other
Stakeholders
 Public
 Media
 All other
Stakeholders
 Public
 Media
 All other
Stakeholders
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2.8

Expert analysis and opinions

2.9

Call Centre

2.10

Suggestion boxes

 Employees
 Public
 All others
stakeholders
 Employees
 Public

Prepare and publish articles on topical issues
in the areas of anti-corruption, rule of law,
ombudsman and Leadership Code
enforcement.
Establish a call centre to handle incoming
calls/complaints/feedback from the public

Articles published in
newspapers and on IG
Website

Mount suggestion boxes at headquarters,
regional offices, and district headquarters

User-friendly suggestion
boxes

 Employees
 Public

Success stories and blogs
published

 Public

STRATEGY 3.0: MEDIA RELATIONS AND PUBLICITY
3.1
Interviews and news/feature Arrange interviews with leading journalists
stories
and bloggers to generate coverage

A functional call centre

3.2

Press releases

Prepare and disseminate topical and timely
press releases

Topical and timely press
releases disseminated

 Media
 Public

3.3.

Radio and TV current affairs
/ talk shows

Appearances on radio and
TV programmes

 Public

3.4

Backgrounders and
explainers

Prepare for and appear on radio and TV
shows to discuss critical issues in the areas of
the IG’s mandate
Break down complex developments into
simple language that is accessible to all
stakeholders; provide context for new
developments or explainers.

 Public

3.5

Newspaper ads, infomercials
and supplements

Backgrounders &
explainers published in
newspapers and on the IG
website and other online
platforms
Ads in major newspapers

Package information for prospective
employees and suppliers
Showcase the IG’s activities and
accomplishments on special occasions

3.6

Engagement with journalists

Plan and implement a programme of media
engagement activities

Supplements published in
major newspapers
Media briefings
Breakfast meetings
Media field tours
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 Public
 Suppliers

 Media
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News conferences
3.7

Media briefing guide

Develop a how-to guide with quick tips for
management on how to deal with the media
3.8
Media contact list
Create and maintain a regularly updated
media contact list
3.9
Media skills training
Support staff to build skills in handling the
media
3.10 Media monitoring
Carry out annual media monitoring and
analysis
STRATEGY 4.0: BRANDING AND VISIBILITY
4.1
Brand communication
Development, production, and
dissemination/distribution of assorted
branded products

Media briefing guide

 Management

Current contact list

 Comms & PR

Capacity building in media
relations
Reports on IG media
coverage

 Management and
staff
 Management and
staff

Assorted branding and
promotional items or
giveaways e.g. tear-drops,
pull-ups, and backdrop
banners, wall and desk
calendars, folders, seasonal
greetings cards, pens,
diaries, corporate wear,
business cards, writing
pads/note books, etc.

 Employees
 Public
 All other
stakeholders

Signage at IG premises
Billboards
Standard branding
guidelines/policies
4.2

Sponsorship

4.3

Brand health check/Audit

Identify worthy social causes to sponsor
and/or participate in

Check on the health of the IG brand at the
mid-way point
STRATEGY 5: ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION
5.1
Barazas
Organise community hall meetings targeting
the public and community leaders
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Sponsorship of and/or
participation in selected
events

 Employees
 Public
 Management and
Staff

Community
meetings/barazas

 Public
 Community leaders
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5.2

Sensitisation workshops

5.3

Integrity Clubs

5.4

Public Information
Programmes

Participate in other government barazas e.g.
those organized by OPM, RDCs.
Organise sensitization workshops for
community and local government leaders

Support the formation and sustainability of
integrity clubs at tertiary institutions
Develop advocacy and awareness campaigns
on different aspects of the IG’s mandate

Workshops

 Community leaders
 Local government
leaders

Integrity clubs formed
Integrity clubs supported
IEC materials

 Tertiary institutions
 Public

Meetings and workshops
5.5

IG Open Day

5.6

Save a date for interacting with the public,
civil society, the media, and other employees
of other government agencies at a public
venue such as Kololo Airstrip.
Organise selected CSR activities

Corporate Social
Responsibility
STRATEGY 6: PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKING
6.1
Accountability Sector Joint
Share status of implementation of Strategic
Review Meetings
Plans, accomplishments, and challenges

Exhibitions

 Public
 Media
 Civil society

CSR events

 Public

Reports














Presentations
6.2

Annual Anti-Corruption
Conference

Organise and convene an annual anticorruption conference

Conference

6.3

Regional Accountability
Forums/Stakeholder
Engagement Meetings

Organise and/or participate in regional
stakeholder engagement meetings that bring
the IGG leadership into contact with district
and local leaders
Organise breakfast meetings to engage
selected publics such as civil society, MPs, and
donors

Meetings

6.4

Breakfast meetings
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Reports
Breakfast meeting

Other MDAS
Media
Civil Society
Donors
Other MDAS
Media
Civil Society
Donors
Public
Local governments
Community leaders
RDCs

 Civil Society
 MPs
 Donors
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6.0

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR IG FINANCIAL YEARS 2019/20-2022/23
PRELIMINARY
Activity

Responsibility
Q
1

2019/20
Q
Q
2
3
√

I

Allocation of
responsibility centres
for implementation of
the communication
strategy

Management

II

Review and revision of
the communication
policy

Management

√

III

Streamlining and
repurposing of key
messages
Establishing outcome
baselines and targets
for the M&E framework
Alignment of
communication
strategy with the new
Strategic Plan
Restructuring of the
Public and
International Relations
Division
Rollout of
communication
strategy/staff
sensitisation

Public and International
Relations Division

√

Public and International
Relations Division; Planning

√

IV
V

VI

VII

Q
4

Q
1

Public and International
Relations Division

√

Finance & Administration;
Management

√

Public and International
Relations Division;
Management

1.0
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Communication Channels,
Tools and Products

2020/21
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

2020/21
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2021/22
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2021/22
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2022/23
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2022/23
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

√

ACTIVITIES
Q
1

2019/20
Q
Q
2
3
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Q
4

Q
1
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1.1

Human Resource Policy
and Procedures Manual

Dissemination of manual to new
staff.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Periodic reminders to staff
about selected provisions in the
manual.
1.2

Staff
meetings/briefings

Orientation of staff to the
Communication and Public
Relations Strategy to secure
buy-in and build consensus on
sharing of responsibilities to
facilitate implementation
Staff in their respective
directorates contribute to
formulating agendas and
activities
Members of management on
hand to listen to staff and to
share information and guidance
on issues related to the IG’s
mandate and mission

1.3

Letters and Memos

1.4

Staff email account

1.5

Intranet

Briefings by management on
new developments
Letters and memo sent out to
staff by relevant authorities.
Disseminate internal
correspondence related to the
official business of the IG
Gather and upload
administrative, organisational,
and corruption-related
information, records, and
correspondence for
dissemination and archiving on
the intranet
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1.6

Staff WhatsApp group

1.7

Notice boards

1.8

Staff engagement
initiatives

Disseminate internal posts
related to the official business
of the IG
Disseminate internal
information related to the
official business of the IG
Organisation of and staff
participation in employeedriven initiatives

2.0
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
COMMUNICATION VEHICLES
ACTIVITIES
& PRODUCTS
2.1

Bi-Annual reports to
Parliament

2.2

SMS

2.3

Website

2.4

Social media

2.5

Brochures/booklets

2.6

Fact Sheets

Compile and present to
Parliament bi-annual reports as
required by law.
Create an SMS channel to
enhance communication with
stakeholders
Create a content development
plan for effective use and
management of the website
Develop a plan for effective use
and management of social
media platforms
Create an official brochure with
generic information about the
IG as well as interventionspecific and project-specific
brochures
Produce fact sheets with up-todate information about
directorates, projects,
interventions, etc, as well as the
three areas of corruption,

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Q
1

2019/20
Q
Q
2
3
√
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Q
4

Q
1
√

√

2020/21
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4

Q
1
√

√

2021/22
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4

Q
1
√

2022/23
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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2.7

Talking points

2.8

Expert analysis and
opinions

2.9

Call Centre

2.10

Suggestion boxes

ombudsman and Leadership
Code
Research and prepare talking
points for harmonised public
messaging
Prepare and publish articles on
topical issues in the areas of
anti-corruption, rule of law,
ombudsman and Leadership
Code enforcement.
Establish a call centre to handle
incoming
calls/complaints/feedback from
the public

Interviews and
news/feature stories

3.2

Press releases

3.3

Radio and TV current
affairs / talk shows

3.4

Backgrounders and
explainers

Arrange interviews with leading
journalists and bloggers to
generate coverage
Prepare and disseminate topical
and timely press releases

Q
1

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

2019
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4
√

Q
1
√

2020
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

Q
4
√

Q
1
√

2021
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

Q
4
√

Q
1
√

2022
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

Q
4
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Mount suggestion boxes at
headquarters, regional offices,
and district headquarters

3.0
MEDIA RELATIONS AND PUBLICITY
COMMUNICATION VEHICLES
ACTIVITIES
& PRODUCTS
3.1

√

Prepare for and appear on radio
and TV shows to discuss critical
issues in the areas of the IG’s
mandate
Break down complex
developments into simple
language that is accessible to all
stakeholders; provide context

√
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√

√

√

√

√

√
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for new developments or
explainers.
3.5

Newspaper ads,
infomercials and
supplements

Package information for
prospective employees and
suppliers

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Showcase the IG’s activities and
accomplishments on special
occasions
3.6

Engagement with
journalists

3.7

Media briefing guide

Plan
and
implement
a
programme
of
media
engagement activities

Develop a how-to guide with
quick tips for management on
how to deal with the media
3.8
Media contact list
Create and maintain a regularly
updated media contact list
3.9
Media skills training
Support staff to build skills in
handling the media
3.10 Media monitoring
Carry out annual media
monitoring and analysis
4.0
BRANDING AND VISIBILITY
COMMUNICATION VEHICLES
ACTIVITIES
& PRODUCTS
4.1

Brand communication

4.2

Sponsorship

4.3

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

Q
1

Development, production,
dissemination/distribution of
assorted branded products
Identify worthy social causes to
sponsor or participate in
Commission brand audit

Brand health
check/Audit
5.0
ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION
COMMUNICATION VEHICLES
ACTIVITIES
& PRODUCTS

√

2019
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4
√

√

Q
1
√

2020
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

√

Q
4
√

√

Q
1
√

2021
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

√

Q
4
√

√

Q
1
√

2022
Q
Q
2
3
√ √

√

Q
4
√
√

√

Q
1

2019
Q
Q
2
3
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Q
4

Q
1

2020
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2021
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4

Q
1

2022
Q
Q
2
3

Q
4
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5.1

Barazas

5.2

Sensitisation
workshops

5.3

Integrity Clubs

5.4

Public Information
Programmes

5.5

IG Open Day

5.6

Organise community hall
meetings targeting the public
and community leaders
Participate in other government
barazas e.g. those organized by
OPM, RDCs.
Organise sensitisation
workshops for community and
local government leaders
Support the formation and
sustainability of integrity clubs
at tertiary institutions
Develop advocacy and
awareness campaigns on
different aspects of the IG’s
mandate
Save a date for interacting with
the public, civil society, the
media, and other employees of
other government agencies at a
public venue such as Kololo
Airstrip.
Organise selected CSR activities

Corporate Social
Responsibility
6.0
PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKING
COMMUNICATION VEHICLES
ACTIVITIES
& PRODUCTS
6.1

Accountability Sector
Joint Review Meetings

6.2

Annual Anti-Corruption
Conference

6.3

Regional Accountability
Forums/Stakeholder
Engagement Meetings

Share status of implementation
of Strategic Plans,
accomplishments, and
challenges
Organise and convene an
annual anti-corruption
conference
Organise and/or participate in
regional stakeholder
engagement meetings that

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Q
1

2019
Q
Q
2
3
√

Q
4

Q
1
√

√
2020
Q
Q
2
3
√

√
√
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√

√

Q
4

Q
1
√

√
2021
Q
Q
2
3
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

Q
4

Q
1
√

2022
Q
Q
2
3
√

√
√

√

√

√

Q
4

√
√

√

√

√
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6.4

Breakfast meetings

bring the IG leadership into
contact with district and local
leaders
Organise breakfast meetings to
engage selected publics such as
civil society, MPs, and donors

√
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√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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7.0

MONITORING AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The IG will develop a full-fledged and comprehensive M&E plan for communications and public relations, which will be
undertaken in preparation for the baseline evaluation. The plan will cover three data capture points. It is anticipated that a
pragmatic approach will be taken in decisions on about these evaluations particularly in terms of their scope, depth, and timing.
The M&E will be informed by the set of pre-defined expected outcomes outlined in sub-section 4.5, taking into consideration all
relevant and necessary modifications and refinements that may be made to the outputs, targets, and indicators in the table
below, which are to be treated as guidelines.

7.1

Output Framework

STRATEGY 1.0: INTERNAL COMMUNICATION
Communication Vehicles &
Outputs
Products
1.1
Human Resource Policy and
HR Policy and Procedures Manual
Procedures Manual
disseminated

Targets
75% of staff use the employee
handbook as a reference at least
once every 6 months

Periodic electronic reminders sent to
staff about selected provisions of the
manual
1.2

Staff meetings

Letters and Memos

Proportion of staff using the
handbook
Quarterly employee poll

Orientation of staff to the
Communication and Public Relations
Strategy
Staff meetings by each directorate
convened every quarter

1.3

Output Indicators

Letters and Memos

45

Each directorate convenes at least
one staff meeting per quarter

Number of meetings
convened

75% of staff attend meetings of
their directorate per quarter

Number of employees who
attend staff meetings as
percentage of directorate’s
staff

N/A

Number of letters and memos
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1.4

Staff email account

Official staff email account set up

1.5

Intranet

Intranet active and regularly updated

1.6

Staff WhatsApp group

Staff WhatsApp group set up

30% of staff active on the
WhatsApp group

Number of staff posting or
responding on WhatsApp

1.7

Notice boards

Notice boards installed in common
spaces at IG offices

IG premises equipped with notice
boards in strategic locations

Notice boards with fresh
information every fortnight

1.8

Staff engagement initiatives

Performance awards

Annual staff performance awards

Awards gala

Staff association formed/strengthened

Functional staff association with
elected leadership

Active staff association

At least one annual employee-led
event

Events initiated and
managed by employees

Two reports completed

Number of reports
completed and when

An SMS channel that facilitates regular
communication of vital accountability
sector information related to IG
mandate

At least 5,000 subscribers to SMS
channel for regular alerts

Number of subscribers

Website with a refreshed look and feel

Functional IG website that meets
the standards set by NITA-U

Team building and social bonding
events
STRATEGY 2.0: EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
2.1
Bi-Annual reports to
Bi-annual reports completed and
Parliament
presented to Parliament
2.2

2.3

2.4

SMS

Website

Social media

Dynamic and professionally run social
media accounts

46

100% internal official
correspondence by email sent via
the staff email account
75% of staff access content on the
intranet at least once a week

Number of staff who log onto
the intranet every week as a
percentage of all employees

Number of SMS notifications
sent out

Active social media accounts

Number of website
visitors/hits
Quarterly website
functionality and usage
analysis
Number of IG social media
accounts
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Quarterly social media usage
analysis
2.5

Brochures/booklets

Informative and well-packaged
brochures/booklets

5,000 copies of
brochures/booklets produced and
circulated

Number of copies produced
and distributed

2.6

Fact Sheets

Up-to-date fact sheets

5,000 copies produced and
circulated

Number of copies produced
and distributed

2.7

Talking points

Officially endorsed talking points

Number of staff making
official presentations using
talking points

2.8

Expert analysis and opinions

2.9

Call Centre

Articles on accountability sector,
particularly related to the IG mandate
published in newspapers and online
A functional call centre handling
incoming calls/complaints/feedback
from the public

At least three-quarters of staff
making public presentations on
behalf of the IG use the talking
points
At least one blog/article published
every quarter
At least 10,000 calls processed
annually

Number of calls processed

2.10

Suggestion boxes

At least one suggestion box on each
floor at IG Headquarters, at each
regional office, and at each district
headquarters

Number of suggestion boxes

At least 1 success story published
per month

Number of success stories
published

At least one press release
produced and disseminated every
quarter
At least one radio or TV
appearance per month

Number of press releases
produced and disseminated

At least four backgrounders and
explainers published every year

Number of backgrounders
and explainers published

Suggestion boxes mounted at IG
headquarters, regional offices, and
district headquarters

STRATEGY 3.0: MEDIA RELATIONS AND PUBLICITY
3.1
Interviews and news/feature Success stories published
stories
3.2

Press releases

Press releases produced and
disseminated

3.3

Radio and TV current affairs
/ talk shows

Radio and TV programme appearances

3.4

Backgrounders and
explainers

Backgrounders and explainers on the
accountability sector, particularly the IG
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Number of articles published

Number of radio and TV
appearances
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3.5

Newspaper ads, infomercials
and supplements

mandate, published in newspapers and
online platforms
Ads in major newspapers

At least 1 ad runs in 2 major
newspapers per quarter

Number of ads appearing in
the press

At least one supplement published
in two major newspapers every
year
At least two media briefing held
every year
At least two breakfast meeting held
every year
At least two media field tours
organised annually

Number of supplements
appearing in the press

Supplements in major newspapers

3.6

Engagement with journalists

Media briefings
Breakfast meetings
Media field tours
News conferences

At least two news conference
conducted annually
3.7

Media briefing guide

A how-to guide for managers and senior
staff

3.8

Media contact list

Up to-date contact list

3.9

Media skills training

Capacity building in media relations

3.10

Media monitoring

Report on IG portrayal in media
coverage
STRATEGY 4.0: BRANDING AND VISIBILITY
4.1
Brand communication
Assorted branding items produced:
Promotional/branding items and
giveaways (tear-drop, pull-up, &
backdrop banners; wall & desk
calendars; folders; seasonal greetings
cards; pens; diaries; corporate wear;

48

Number of media briefings
held
Number of meetings held
Number of field tours
conducted
Number of news conferences
conducted

At least 75% of managers refer to
the briefing guide ahead of their
engagements with the media
An up-to-date media contact list
created

Number of managers using
media briefing guide

50% of senior management staff
undergo training in media
relations

Proportion of senior staff
members trained in media
relations

Media monitoring undertaken
annually

Annual monitoring reports

Promotional/branding items and
giveaways (tear-drop, pull-up, &
backdrop banners; wall & desk
calendars; folders; seasonal
greetings cards; pens; diaries;
corporate wear; business cards;
writing pads/note books

Number of promotional
items produced and handed
out

Currency and completeness
of contact list
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business cards; writing pads/note
books

100% of staff issued with business
cards

Standard branding guidelines/policies

Standard branding
guidelines/policies issued

Copy of branding
guidelines/policies on
record

4.2

Sponsorship

Sponsorship of and/or participation in
selected events

At least 1 activity sponsored every
year

Number of activities
sponsored

4.3

Brand health check/Audit

Brand audit commissioned/completed

Audit commissioned before end of
third year of implementation

Timing of brand audit

At least one baraza every quarter

Number of baraza organized

STRATEGY 5.0: ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION
5.1
Barazas
Barazas organised
Barazas in which IG participates

Number of baraza in which
IG participates

5.2

Sensitisation workshops

Sensitisation workshops for community
and local government leaders

At least one sensitisation meeting
every quarter

Number of sensitisation
meetings organized

5.3

Integrity Clubs

Integrity clubs formed and/or
supported

At least four integrity clubs
supported every quarter

Number of integrity clubs
formed or supported

5.4

Public Information
Programmes

Advocacy and awareness campaigns
developed

At least one campaign every year

Number of public campaigns

IEC materials produced

Number and copies of IEC
materials produced

At least 300 people attending Open
Day

Number of people attending
event

At least one CSR event organised
each year

Number of CSR
events/activities organised

At least two IG representatives
participating in accountability
sector joint review meetings

Number of IG
representatives
participating

5.5

IG Open Day

IG Open Day organised

5.6

Corporate Social
Selected CSR activities organised
Responsibility
STRATEGY 6.0: PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKING
6.1
Accountability Sector Joint
Participate in Joint Sector Review
Review Meetings
Meetings
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Number of review meetings
6.2

Annual Anti-Corruption
Conference

Annual anti-corruption conference
convened

At least 250 people attending
annual anti-corruption conference

Number of people attending
anti-corruption conference

6.3

Regional Accountability
Forums/Stakeholder
Engagement Meetings

Regional stakeholder engagement
meetings organised

At least four stakeholder meetings
organised

Number of regional
stakeholder engagement
meetings organized

At least 100 community and local
government leaders attending
stakeholder meeting each year

Number of people attending
stakeholder meetings

At least four breakfast meetings
organized each year

Number of breakfast
meetings organized

6.4

Breakfast meetings

Organise breakfast meetings to engage
selected publics such as civil society,
MPs, and donors

50

Number of people attending
breakfast meetings
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7.2

Outcome Framework

Indicators
Means of Verification
Data Sources
Outcome 1: Improved internal and external communication systems
1.1 Percentage of staff
Employee satisfaction survey
Survey report
satisfied with IG internal
communication
1.2 Percentage of staff
Employee satisfaction survey
Survey report
satisfied with IG external
communication
1.3 Level of stakeholder
Stakeholder satisfaction
Random sample of
satisfaction with services
survey
stakeholders
provided by the IG.
1.4 Level of stakeholder
Communications audit
User feedback
satisfaction with the
Content analysis
communication products of
the IG.
Outcome 2: Increased public understanding of the IG’s mandate.
2.1 No. of people who
 Public perception survey
 Population-based
understand the mandate and
nationally representative
functions of the IG.
survey
2.2 Levels of knowledge about,  KAP (knowledge, attitudes,  Population-based
attitudes towards, and
practices) survey
nationally representative
practices related to corruption
survey
among the public.
Outcome 3: Stronger stakeholder engagement with and interest in the IG.
3.1 No. of people participating  Participants signed up for
 Activity schedules
in public anti-corruption
activities
 Attendance records
activities.
 Invitations distributed
 Analysis of participant
feedback
 Participant feedback
3.2 Frequency of the IG’s
 Invitations to events
 Activity reports
participation in anti Records of activities
corruption activities led by
attended
other stakeholders.
Outcome 4: Increased public confidence and trust in the IG.
4.1 No. of people with a
Public perception survey
Population-based nationally
positive perception of the IG.
representative survey
4.2 Level of public
Records of activities attended
 Activity schedules
participation in anti Attendance records
corruption activities.
 Analysis of participant
feedback
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8.0

BUDGET 2019/20-2022/23

STRATEGY 1.0: INTERNAL COMMUNICATION AND EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Communication
Outputs
No. of
Unit cost
Total
Vehicles &
Units
Products
1.1
HR Policy manual
Printed copies of manual disseminated
500
20,000
10,000,000
1.2
Staff meetings
Staff meetings at directorate level convened 14
600,000
8,400,000
every quarter on a rotational basis
1.3
Letters and Memos
0
1.4
Staff email account Email correspondence
0
1.5
Intranet
Intranet active and regularly updated
0
0
1.6
Staff WhatsApp
WhatsApp posts
0
Group
1.7
Notice Boards
Printed information on display
12
600,000
7,200,000
1.8
Staff engagement
Social event organised for staff
3
7,500,000
22,500,000
initiatives
Sub-total
48,100,000
STRATEGY 2.0: EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Communication
Outputs
No. of
Unit cost
Total
Vehicles &
Units
Products
2.1
Bi-Annual reports
Reports to Parliament
2.2
SMS
SMS Channel/platform set up
1
25,000,000
25,000,000
2.3
Website
Website relaunched with a refreshed look
1
15,000,000
12,000,000
and feel
2.4
Social media
Dynamic and professionally run social
3
12,000,000
36,000,000
media accounts (WhatsApp, Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube)
2.5
Brochures &
Production and printing of
4
6,000,000
24,000,000
booklets
brochures/booklets
2.6
Fact Sheets
Fact Sheets developed and printed
4
4,000,000
16,000,000
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

Talking points
Expert analysis and
opinions
Call Centre
Suggestion boxes

Officially endorsed talking points
Articles published in reputable news and
trade/industry publications
Call centre established
Suggestion boxes mounted

Sub-total
STRATEGY 3.0: MEDIA RELATIONS AND PUBLICITY
Communication
Outputs
Vehicles &
Products
3.1
Interviews and
Packages of success stories produced and
news/feature
published – print, video, photography
stories
3.2
Press releases

-

0
0

-

1
150

125,000,000
50,000

125,000,000
7,500,000
245,500,000

No. of
Units

Unit cost

14

4,000,000

56,000,0004

-

0

-

Note that this is not for regular media coverage but for special occasional publications, including
supplements.
4
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3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

3.6
3.7
3.8

Radio and TV
current affairs /
morning shows
Backgrounders &
explainers
Newspaper ads,
infomercials and
supplements
Engagement with
journalists

Media contact list
Media skills
training
Media monitoring

Radio and TV programmes

14

3,000,000

42,000,000

Production and printing of
backgrounders/explainers
Placements in major newspapers

-

0

-

14

12,00,000

168,000,000

Media briefings
Breakfast meetings
Media field tours
News conferences
Current contact list
Capacity building in media relations

12
7
3
7
1
3

2,500,000
5,000,000
12,000,000
600,000
0
12,000,000

30,000,000
35,000,000
36,000,000
4,200,000
36,000,000

Monitoring of media coverage (including
social media)

3

15,000,000

45,000,000

Sub-total
STRATEGY 4.0: BRANDING AND VISIBILITY
Communication
Outputs
Vehicles &
Products
4.1
Assorted branding
Tear-drop banners
items/giveaways
Pull-up banners
Backdrop banners
Wall calendars
Desk calendars
Folders
Seasonal greetings cards
Pens
Corporate wear
Business cards (batches of 200)
Note books/writing pads
Mouse pads
Signage at IG premises
Billboards
4.2
Sponsorship
Sponsorship of and/or participation in
selected events
4.3
Research & Dev’t
Brand Health check/brand audit
STRATEGY 5: ADVOCACY AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION
5.1
Barazas
Barazas organized
5.2
Sensitization
Sensitisation workshops organized
workshops
5.3
Integrity Clubs
Integrity clubs formed and/or supported
5.4
Public Information Advocacy and awareness campaigns
Programmes
developed
5.5
IG Open Day
IG Open Day organized
5.6
Corporate Social
Selected CSR activities organised
Responsibility
Sub-Total
STRATEGY 6: PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKINGEETWORKING

53

454,200,000
No. of
Units

Unit cost

Total

12
12
3
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
5,000
3,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
30
7
4

200,000
500,000
1,500,000
15,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
1,000
60,000
50,000
5,000
10,000
950,000
10,000,000
20,000,000

2,400,000
6,000,000
4,500,000
30,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000
20,000,000
5,000,000
180,000,000
50,000,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
28,500,000
70,000,000
80,000,000

1

20,000,000

20,000,000

13
13

5,000,000
4,500,000

65,000,000
58,500,000

14
4

1,000,000
120,000,000

14,000,000
480,000,000

3
3

45,000,00
6,000,000

135,000,000
18,000,000
770,500,000

IG Communication and Public Relations Strategy, 2019-2024
6.1

Accountability
Participation in Joint Sector Review
Sector Joint Review Meetings
Meetings
6.2
Annual AntiAnnual Anti-Corruption conference
Corruption
convened
Conference
6.3
Regional
Regional Stakeholder Engagement
Stakeholder
meetings organised
Engagement
Meetings
6.4
Breakfast Meetings Breakfast meetings organised.
Sub-total
MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Monitoring and
Independent/external evaluation of the
evaluation (M&E)
Communication and Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy across three data
capture points (baseline, mid-term, and
terminal)
Sub-total
GRAND TOTAL

54

0

-

3

200,000,000

600,000,000

14

5,000,000

70,000,000

14

2,000,000

28,000,000
698,000,000

1

38,000,000

38,000,000

38,000,000
2,800,700,000

